Instructions to reach ShanghaiTech University and the STAR Center

http://star-center.shanghaitech.edu.cn
http://shanghaitech.edu.cn/eng

How to reach ShanghaiTech University: page 2
How to reach the STAR Center @ ShanghaiTech: page 3
TAXI printout instructions: page 4

ShanghaiTech University is located in Shanghai, China. Its campus is in Pudong in the Zhangjian Hi-Tech Park.

STAR Center Professor office and lab locations:

Laurent Kneip 1C-303.E (SIST building 1, wing C, 3rd floor)
Wang Yang 汪阳 1D-201.E (SIST building 1, wing D, 2nd floor, STAR Center)
Boris Houska 1D-201.C (SIST building 1, wing D, 2nd floor, STAR Center)
Jie Lu 陆进 1D-201.B (SIST building 1, wing D, 2nd floor, STAR Center)
Song Liu 刘松 2-402.E (SIST building 2, 4th floor)
Andre Rosendo 1D-201.D (SIST building 1, wing D, 2nd floor, STAR Center)
Sören Schwertfeger 师泽仁 1D-201.A (SIST building 1, wing D, 2nd floor, STAR Center)
Yajun Ha 哈亚军 1D-401.A (SIST building 1, wing D, 4th floor)

Mobile Perception Lab (MPL) Prof. Laurent Kneip 1C-309
Multi-Agent & Intelligent Control (MagIC) Lab Prof. Yang Wang 1D-208.A
Advanced Micro-Nano Robot Lab Prof. Song Liu 1D-208.B
Living Machines Lab (LIMA Lab) Prof. Andre Rosendo 1D-206
Mobile Autonomous Robotic System Lab Prof. Sören Schwertfeger 1D-203
Reconfigurable and Intelligent Hardware Lab Prof. Yajun Ha 1D-403

Location of ShanghaiTech University in Shanghai at its Zhangjiang Campus.
Reaching the ShanghaiTech University Campus

Address:
ShanghaiTech University, 393 Middle Huaxia Road, Pudong, Shanghai, 201210

Address dorms and teacher’s apartments:
ShanghaiTech University, 199 Huanke Road, Pudong, Shanghai, 201210
(those are located on the same campus but have a different address)

Online map links:
Baidu: http://j.map.baidu.com/kCgaj
Google: https://www.google.de/maps/@31.1770743,121.5969216,17.77z
Opensteetmap: https://www.openstreetmap.org/?mlat=31.179444&mlon=121.590556&zoom=15

From Pudong International airport:
• Take the Maglev Train (up to 430 km/h). Arriving at Longyang Road you will then take a taxi (maybe 15 minutes) to the campus.
• Take a taxi from the airport. Be sure not to follow anybody offering you "taxi" service (this would be an expensive limousine service) but to go to the marked taxi waiting area just outside the arrival hall. Maybe 40 minutes, not more than 120 RMB.
• Take the subway line number 2 to Jinke Road station (9 stops, 41 minutes), take exit number 3 and find a taxi to ShanghaiTech University (taxi: about 14 RMB).

From Hongqiao airport:
• Take the subway line 10 and transfer to Line 13 at Xintiandi station. At Zhongke Road station, take exit 4 (or 5), make a U-turn and then turn left (or right if you took exit 5) on Zhongke Road.

Public transport:
• Take the subway line 13 to Zhongke Road station, take exit 4 (or 5), make a U-turn and then turn left (or right if you took exit 5) on Zhongke Road.
• Alternative: Take the subway line number 2 to Jinke Road station, take exit number 3 and find a taxi to ShanghaiTech University (taxi: about 14 RMB).

Taxi:
• Please print the taxi card on the last page and show to the driver.

Car:
• Navigate to Huanke Lu 199: On the Middle Ring Road take the exit “Jinke Lu”.
• Note that you cannot turn left on Jinke Lu onto Huanke Lu. Suggestion: After exiting the middle ring road drive west on Huaxia Middle Road (e.g.: when driving direction Pudong airport on Middle Ring Road, exit Jinke Lu and make a U-turn at the traffic light; when driving direction Shangzhong Tunnel on Middle Ring Road, exit Junke Lu and at the traffic light go straight over Jinke Lu). Then turn right on the first crossing to already see ShanghaiTech University, but then turn right again. You’ll then be on Huanke Lu and will reach the car entrance at 199 after 600 meters.
Reaching SIST and the STAR Center @ ShanghaiTech University Campus

Arriving by taxi (see the taxi printout card on the last page) you will either be dropped off at the taxi drop-off at Hauke Road 230 (on top) or the taxi driver might alternatively bring you to the car entrance at Huanke Lu 199. Please walk through the campus to the SIST building number 1 to then find the STAR Center in the 2nd floor of building wing D.

Arriving by car please proceed through the car entrance at Huanke Lu 199 (you’ll need to be registered at least two hours before arrival – please inform your host!) and drive down into the underground parking. There go straight at the first crossing and turn right at the 2nd and find your way towards the parking area A. Park there and then find a way to SIST building number 1 to then find the STAR Center in the 2nd floor of building wing D.
Taxi Card

我想要去：
I want to go to:

ShanghaiTech University 上海科技大学
上海浦东新区海科路230号(海科路科苑路路口)
Shanghai Pudong, Haike Road 230 (crossing Haike Road & Keyuan Road)

电话：+86 152 2150 6541
STAR Center secretary (Yongxia Shen, SIST, ShanghaiTech University)